Operation

BOOSTER PLUS is a new, advanced type of BOOSTER (see next page) that comes complete with a microswitch coil that allows the following functions to be added to Elettrika:

- **Timing of the opening command**
  BOOSTER PLUS is used to select the Elettrika lock opening time among the 5 different times available. This means that once the electric control button is pressed and released, Elettrika remains powered for the set time and the door/gate can be opened. After the time set has elapsed, Elettrika re-closes automatically.

- **Door state signal**
  BOOSTER PLUS provides a signal that is activated each time the door is not securely closed. This signal can be connected to a led or to an alarm system.

- **Electric hold open function**
  BOOSTER PLUS also enables an electric hold-open function, i.e. it permits to have Elettrika in a continual operable state by keeping the opening command active. Elettrika will re-close automatically after power is off.

- BOOSTER PLUS has all the characteristics of a Booster (see the relevant page).

Installation on ELETTRIKA

- BOOSTER PLUS is installed directly on the frame of Elettrika; it is hidden beneath the case cover and does not impair the product appearance and aspect.

Availability of Elettrrika with Booster Plus already installed.

- Codes: 1.A721.00.0.00.PC
  1.A731.00.00.PC
  1.A610.00.00.PC
  1.A611.00.00.PC